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ABSTRACT 
Vehicular Adhoc NETwork is the subordinate catagory of mobile adhoc network which has vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to 

infrastructure communication environment. VANET authorize vehicle to communicate with gateway but it require an efficient and 

robust routing protocol for their success. The gateways will broadcast beacon containing traffic induction map, a vehicle which is 

able to receive the beacon can connect to the gateway. This paper is discussing strategies on accessing internet from efficient 

gateways on highway environment. To establish a gateway choosing scheme using factors such as signal strength, path availability, 

load along with residual capacity and link expiration time. The objective of the paper is to find the efficient gateway. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Wireless Networks can have infrastructure or infrastructure-less architecture. In infrastructure wireless 
networks, wireless nodes communicate with other wireless/wired nodes through an access point (AP) and no 
direct communication takes place between the wireless nodes. Whereas, in infrastructure-less wireless networks, 
there is no AP and wireless nodes communicate with other wireless nodes directly.  
 The infrastructure-less wireless network is also known as ad hoc network or mobile ad hoc network since 
the wireless nodes are usually mobile. Vehicles when equipped with computing/communicating devices (or On-
Board Units - OBUs) also begin to be wireless nodes and the network comes to be Vehicular ad hoc network 
(VANET). Every vehicle becomes part of the network and also manages and controls the connection on this 
network along with its own communication requirements.  
 One of the main infotainment services of VANETs is in-vehicle Internet access, which allows a vehicle to 
connect to the internet by interfacing with internet gateways deployed along the road sides 
  Vehicular ad-hoc networks are answerable for the proper communication between moving vehicles in a 
certain environment. A vehicle can make communication with another vehicle directly which is called Vehicle 
to Vehicle (V2V) communication, or a vehicle can share their information to an infrastructure such as a 
Gateway, known as Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I). The two main category of  
Communication in vanet is vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) communication. 
Communication in V2V and V2I are adhoc in nature.  
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 Gateway is the infrastructure for communication between the vehicles for sharing and information from 
various vehicles. In transportation systems, each and every vehicle takes responsibility of part of sender, 
receiver, and router to broadcast the data or information to the vehicular network or communication agency, 
which then uses the information to make sure about safety, uncongested path. For communication to occur 
between vehicles and RSU/Gateway, vehicles must be equipped with some sort of radio interface or OnBoard 
Unit (OBU) that enables short-range wireless ad hoc networks to be formed. 
 Gateway selection is a progress that chooses an efficient gateway node out of multiple discovered gateway 
nodes based on network, DLR, availability, link, and path or gateway node parameters. When multiple gateways 
exist, certain metrics should be specified in order to choose the optimum gateway which will improve the 
overall performance of the network. The gateway nodes provide a communication between multiple networks 
and may be mobile or fixed.An ad hoc node must discover and select a suitable gateway node from a number of 
gateways before begins communication with the node in the infrastructure network. 
 The gateway discovery and gateway selection is an important factor to enable the integration between both 
networks. The gateway should also advertise itself in order to be discovered by other visited nodes, reply any 
gateway discover y request and enable the mobile nodes to stay connected during handoff from one gate to 
another.  
 Ad Hoc networks unique topology, the gateway has to sustain the highest feasible access time can 
effectively improve the quality of network transmission. Ad Hoc gateway node receives the notification packet 
radio format. 
 Vehicular Ad Hoc Network technology make smoother the real time information dissemination by enabling 
efficient Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) communication for the wide broadcasting of public safety and other 
message flows. To improve the overall performance, it is necessary to select the gateway with stable path. In 
this project, to propose an algorithm to select a gateway for internet access by using some parameter like load 
balancing, path latency, and link expiration time etc. 
 
I. Related Works: 
 Several gateway selection schemes have been proposed the selection of gateway nodes based on the 
parameter of Quality of Service (QoS) path, for instance availability period. Each scheme just focuses on the 
hike of only a single network performance that contains network throughput, packet delivery ratio, end-to-end 
delay, or packet drop ratio etc. To improve the complete network performance, it is necessary to choose a 
gateway with stable path, a path with the maximum residual load capacity, minimum latency and strength of the 
signal. 
 Proposal of Link-Connectivity-Prediction-Based Location-Aided Routing (LLR) protocol specially 
designed for the network of hybrid environment. The paper also proposes a gateway discovery algorithm to help 
build M-hop subnets around gateways, which is basic to the routing protocol. The connection of ad-hoc 
networks to the Internet is typically begun via gateway. 
 DSR and AODV protocol to provides, connectivity to out-side radio coverage of the networks through 
vehicle that act as gateway nodes egress or ingress points to or from cellular network or WLAN hot spots. The 
protocols differ in the way that support route requests from the nodes that are out of coverage of base station and 
access points. 
 The optimal placement of gateways connect gateway (access points - AP) to the Internet, while minimizing 
the average number of hops from Access points to gateways. They consider prevalent APs such that every 
vehicle is connected to an AP. The paper does not consider vehicle speed, density or movement patterns. 
Gateways (Access Points - AP) in an urban environment to improve cooperative download of information 
among vehicles. The aim at placing the APs at point where maximum vehicles cross each other, this helps in 
relaying the data from AP to a downloading vehicle via other vehicles. 
 Ad Hoc access network nodes can be used to elaborate capacity of multi-path communication threshold or 
range of mobile communication system, to hike edge data rates. For mobile nodes in Ad Hoc network to 
internet, internet communications in the peer communication nodes must be achieved the result via gateway. 
The paper  consider the mobile node and the gateway, based on the number of  average hops from an average 
access time and the stability of routes, improved gateway selection algorithm were proposed. An efficient 
gateway selection algorithm, which mainly considers the algorithm can hike the time of access of Ad Hoc nodes 
and the continuity of communication between the gateways, was proposed. This can hike the betterment of the 
quality of communication across the network. 
 A Gateway selection schemes have been proposed to selects gateway nodes based on some parameters. If 
the traffic source node is proceed on another gateway transmission range, then it transfers the congest on that 
path via another gateway. To improve the complete network performance, it is necessary to select a gateway 
with stable path. The proposed work shows the performance metrics like throughput, packet delivery ratio delay 
and bandwidth are measured and compared with existing protocol. This System shows that our gateway 
selection to improve the quality of service, network throughput and packet delivery ratio with low energy power 
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utilization per node. The objective is to design a new gateway migration algorithm that helps real-time flows in 
a wireless scenario to maintain their quality of service parameters. The Gateway Migration Algorithm along 
with the propagation mechanism of QOS parameters during the gateway discovery process. Analyze gateway 
selection scheme based on QoS in the gateway migration algorithm, where each node periodically advertises its 
parameters within a reactive region. It Improve qos, network throughput and Increase the packet delivery ratio.  
 
II. Background: 
 The system establishes a gateway choosing scheme using factors such as signal strength, path availability, 
load along with residual capacity and link expiration time to determine the efficient gateway. To develop an 
algorithm to determine an efficient gateway and access the internet via vehicle to infrastructure communication. 
The gateway should be determined by using some parameters and the communication could be done by using 
some routing protocol. 
 The probability of a vehicle can make a connection to certain gateway is the probability of the existence of 
a network path between them, where the network path consists of path latency and link expiration time that is 
determined by the proposed technique for each establish gateway. To the best of our knowledge, no previous 
strategy for gateway placement has considered the existence of network paths among the vehicles and the 
established gateways. 

 
Fig. 1: Overall architecture. 
 
 The internet gateways are deployed at road side broadcasts beacon at regular intervals. Vehicles which are 
near by the gateway or which are in the range of internet gateway to receive the beacon can identify the gateway 
and connect with them. If more than one gateway is reachable, efficient gateway is chosen based on Signal 
strength, download link rate and residual capacity of gateway. If gateway is not reachable then vehicle forms a 
path to reach gateway using multi hop communication. Among the paths to reach gateway it chooses optimal 
based on Path Availability, path load, path latency and path expiration time. 
 Parameters that are used to determine the gateway are residual capacity, download link rate, signal strength, 
path latency, and expiration time in the highway scenario. The specified parameters are related to the 
performance of gateway. The gateway broadcast the advertisement which includes traffic indication map. The 
traffic indication map included in beacon to inform which power save station has packets waiting at the access 
point. Verify that the vehicle is reachable to the gateway or not. It is generated within the periodic beacon at a 
frequency specified by the Interval. Beacons are packets sent by an access point to adjust a wireless network. 
Normal traffic indication maps that are present in every beacon are for signaling the presence of buffered unicast 
data.  When a vehicle is within a range of gateway, it communicates directly. If more than one gateway is within 
range it calculates residual capacity, download link rate, signal strength and chooses an efficient gateway. If 
gateway is not reachable, it estimates path to reach gateway. 
 
Algorithm: 
Range=250m; 
Distance= SQRT ((X2-X1)^2+(Y2-Y1)^2)  
Beacon (ID, posX, posY, dlr) 
Node I computes distance Dg 
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If (Dg <= range) 
 Adds gateway to list 
If(Lg==0){ 
 Node computes paths P using routing info 
Foreach path P 
 Node computes lu =(−(αβ + γρ) +√(α2 + γ2)tr2 – 
                                          (αρ − βγ)2)/(α2 + γ2) 
 Node computes cu = μ − λm, where λm =Σ r

j
k

j 
 

 Node Computes δi = (Li/Lmax) + (Ci/Cmax)+ (Ymin/Yi) 
Initialize sum=0 
Foreach path P 
 Sum=sum + δi 
Threshold T = Sum/Np 
 If δi > T & Max (leti) 
  Use path to communicate 
} else { 
Foreach gateway g 
           Node j computes Pr = Pt * Gr *  Gt* (1 / (4 * π * d ) ) ² 
           Node j computes δcurrent = C −Σ λiKi   
Foreach gateway g  
If δcurrent > 60%, dlr > 1mbps, Pr >60% 
           Establish Connection to that gateway  
} 
 
Process flow: 
 

 
Fig. 2: Process flow diagram. 
  
 Gateway broadcast the beacon which include traffic indication map which informs the clients about the 
presence of buffered multicast or broadcast data on the access point. Then it calculate the distance between the 
gateway and vehicle, check the range, if the range is nearby to the gateway, residual capacity, downloading link 
rate and signal strength are the parameters used to choose the efficient gateway. Otherwise, the parameters call 
expiration time, load and path latency could be used to determine the efficient gateway.  
 
Path latency: 
Path latency is defined as the addition of propagation delay and processing time of a packet from one node to 
another node. Latency can either be hiked when the packet is relayed in a hop-by-hop fashion from sender to the 
receiver node or when the congest load is high on any node in the path. Latency of path i, Yi, is the additive 
measurement of latency at each link on the path between the gateway and mobile node. 
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Received signal strength:  
 Received signal strength or node location information is find which of the neighbors is nearest and 
calculates the distance between the node. Considered the result as D. If D is larger than the given threshold 
value Dt, the node will retransmit the message. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Gateway status diagram. 
 
Residual capacity: 
 The residual capacity of a Gateway (δcurrent) is computed by subtracting the current traffic load of an IG 
from its total load capacity (C). 

 
 source node (s) and an IG or destination node (d), denoted as H(s, d) and is computed as 

 
 An IG is selected based on the following criterion 

 
 Throughput is defined as the rate of successful message delivery over a communication channel. 

 
 
Availability: 
 The link availability period between two nodes is varying at different time interval and the path availability 
period between two nodes that are not immediate neighbors of each other, is equal to the minimum link 
availability period between intermediate nodes in that path. 

    
 

III.  Sample Output: 
Sample NAM file: 
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Sample trace file: 
 

 
 
IV. Conclusion: 
 The communication done between the vehicle and a gateway is a wireless communication. When the 
vehicles are moving forwards on the road, it simply accesses the nearby gateway of the vehicle. Each gateway is 
measured using following characteristics, Residual capacity (the capacity of gateway to handle more 
connections), signal strength (received signal strength between gateway and vehicle) and download link rate. 
Vehicle establish a multi path communication to reach a gateway and it chooses an optimal path among 
available paths based on those metrics and the routing protocol is used to made the communication.  
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